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Abstract
Generators and relations are given for two closely related kinds of rings. These are the mod 2 cohomology
rings of the "nite symmetric groups and the symmetric invariants of a tensor product of a "nite number of
copies of a polynomial algebra over a "eld of characteristic 2.  2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The calculation of the mod2 cohomology of a "nite symmetric group is intimately connected to
the classical problem of calculating the symmetric invariants of a tensor product of a "nite number
of copies of a polynomial algebra over a "eld of characteristic 2. Both problems are quite old; there
is too large a literature on these and related topics to do justice to here. The mod 2 cohomology of
symmetric groups is of particular importance to topologists because it is related to the stable
homotopy groups of spheres (see [1,2,4] for further remarks on applications). In this paper we give
a minimal set of generators and a "nite set of relations for both types of rings. The generators are
described very explicitly and are quite accessible. The relations are more complicated but our
notation of monomial relations for them is relatively simple. We give an algorithm for expanding
any given monomial relation to reveal as much detail as desired.
There are two main results we use. The "rst is due to Milgram and says that the mod 2
cohomology ring of a "nite symmetric group is detected on elementary abelian subgroups ([4,7];
0040-9383/01/$ - see front matter  2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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see also the related Theorem 5.2 in [5]). The second is Nakaoka's calculation of the mod 2
cohomology of the in"nite symmetric group [5]. There are three other results that are not used
explicitly but are important as motivation for this work. The "rst of these is Quillen's theorem that
the mod2 cohomology ring of a "nite group is determined up to nilpotents by the image in
cohomology of the category of its elementary abelian subgroups [6,8]. The second, due to
Gunawardena et al. [3], is that for a symmetric group the Quillen map is an isomorphism
(Corollary 6.18). In particular, the generators we produce are described entirely by their restrictions
to elementary abelian subgroups. There are many choices for generators but the ones chosen in this
paper are those for which the relations are relatively easily expressed. Finally, Adem et al. [1]
showed (by providing several illuminating examples) that the ring structure of the cohomology of
a symmetric group can be complicated indeed.
The basic intuition of this paper is derived from the notion of width. We consider certain
equivalent choices for generators. The width of a generator is the smallest symmetric group to
which it restricts nontrivially.We are interested in the maximal andminimal widths that occur. The
minimal width generator turns out to be unique and we choose that one for our generator. The
maximal width is the smallest symmetric group for which the generator is necessary. Similarly,
relations are expressed in turns of monomial relations. These are essentially elements in the
cohomology of higher symmetric groups. (It is well known that restriction from the cohomology of
a higher symmetric group to a lower one is surjective.)Monomial relations also have a width; this is
greater than the symmetric group whose cohomology we wish to calculate. This explains the
phenomenon that relations are born on a particular symmetric group, live for a while, and then
disappear on higher symmetric groups. The cohomology of the in"nite symmetric group is just
a polynomial algebra [5]. Reduction of width underlies the expansion algorithms used to express
an element in terms of the chosen generators.
The intuition for the polynomial invariants is similar; one just replaces symmetric group with
number of copies of the polynomial algebra as makes sense throughout. The generators we obtain are
formed from a mixture of the usual elementary symmetric functions and power functions.
In the next section, we give indexing sets for the generators and relations and state the main
results. Section 3 de"nes the generators. Sections 4 and 5 give the expansion formulas and the
relations in the polynomial case. Sections 6 and 7 do the same thing for the symmetric groups. The
proofs here are often very similar to corresponding results in the previous sections and are
sometimes omitted. We also give the outline of a procedure to produce a minimal set of relations.
Section 8 gives a minimal set of generators and a minimal set of monomial relations for the
symmetric group on 16 letters among others. There are 27 generators and 171 relations. These were
determined by hand. Computers should be able to work out much higher examples. Perhaps, more
importantly, one can search fairly e$ciently for particular types of relations. Finally, we give a few
concluding remarks.
Background material, such as the structure of elementary abelian subgroups of a symmetric
group, can be found in [2, Chapter VI].
Let us consider a speci"c example. Suppose that A"F

[x

,2,x] and that we wish to
calculate (A) , the invariants of the tensor product of two copies of A under the action of Z/2
which switches them. This is the same as calculating the Z/2 invariants of F

[x

,2,x ,
x

,2, x] under the action switching the second subscripts. Indeed, we can let x"x1 and
x

"1x

. Theorem 4.12 implies that the following elements are a minimal set of algebraic
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generators. (The calculation of generators for invariants of "nite groups has a long history and
is an active area of research [9]). These generators are x

x


 
(

x

#


x

)$2 . In particular, x2x#x2x is a generator of degree n.
The notation used in this paper is more compact. We denote x
2x#x2x by
(x
2x) and xx by xx , where  denotes a symmetrized .
There are many monomial relations (see De"nition 5.1). One such is x

x

x

. Expanding this
by Corollary 4.4 gives a relation involving the square of the generator (x

x

).
2. Main results
We begin by de"ning indexing sets for the set of generators. Then we do the same for the
relations. First, we discuss generators for HH(

)"HH(

,Z/2).
Let "(n; t) consist of an integer n with 2)m together with a partition of a positive integer
p into parts of the form 2!2 with multiplicities t

where i"0,2, n!1. We assume that at least
one t

is odd. We shall see (De"nition 3.3) that  indexes a multiplicative generator< ofHH() in
degree p.
We say < originates at 2.  and < are called pure if exactly one t is nonzero. Otherwise, they
are mixed.
De5nition 2.1 (Maxwidth).  has maxwidth w()"2().
Here () is a function of the dyadic expansions of the multiplicities t

.
We have ()"

t

if all powers of 2 in the dyadic expansion of the t

are distinct. Otherwise,
suppose that 2 is the largest power of 2 that occurs twice. Then ()"2#2 where the sum is
over all 2*2 which occur in some t

.
Example 2.2. Let "(3; t) where t

"3, t

"4, and t

"10. Then ()"2#2#4#8. Hence
w()"128.
Later (Corollary 6.17), we will prove the following.
Theorem 2.3. HH(

) is minimally generated as algebra by 

"< w() m.
We state a related result for the action of 

on a tensor product of m copies of a polynomial
algebra.
Suppose that A is a polynomial algebra over a "eld F of characteristic 2 on a possibly in"nite set
of generators x

of degree x

. For convenience, we assume there is an ordering on the set of
generators and hence on all monomials by taking the lexicographic order. Let "(n; t) consist of
nonnegative integer n with 2)m together with a function t from a nonempty "nite subset  of the
generators to the positive integers . We denote t(x

) by t

and call it themultiplicity of x

. We assume
that at least one t

is odd.
We shall see (De"nition 3.1) that  indexes a generator v of degree p"2t x  in the invariants
(A) . We call  and v pure if exactly one t is nonzero. Otherwise, they are called mixed.
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We let 	

denote the ith elementary symmetric function. If  is pure we denote v by 	
 (x) if
t

"l'0. There is a close relationship between 	

(x

) and 	


(x

) (see Example 4.13).
De5nition 2.4 (Maxwidth over A). The maxwidth of  is de"ned by w()"2() where () is
de"ned in terms of the multiplicities t

as in De"nition 2.1.
Later (Theorem 4.12), we shall prove the following.
Theorem 2.5. (A) is minimally generated as algebra by 

"v w() m.
We now give an indexing set for the relations and de"ne width.
De5nition 2.6. Let "J,G consist of a "nite sequence J"J

,2,J of positive integers with
2	)m together with a function G which assigns a nonnegative integer G

(r) to each pair (r, i) with
0(r)l and 0)i(J
	
. At least oneG

(r) is assumed to be nonzero for each r. The width is de"ned
by width()"
	
2	 . We assume width()'m.
For each positive integer k we let Bd


()"2	
G
	

(r), where the sum is over all r with
J
	
*k.
We shall see (De"nition 7.1) that  determines a relation R in HH( ). The relation is
unchanged if J is altered by a permutation.Moreover, each such relation has an index for which the
assignment rC (G

(r),2,G	 (r)) is one to one. The set of all such relations generates all relations
additively.
De5nition 2.7. Let " j, g consist of a "nite sequence j"j

,2, j of nonnegative integers with
2	)m together with a function g which assigns to each pair (r, i) with 0(r)l and i3
a nonnegative integer g

(r); here  is a "nite subset of the indexing set of generators of A. We
assume at least one g

(r) is nonzero for each r. The width is de"ned by width()"
	
2	 . We assume
width()'m.
We let deg

()"2	g

(r).
We shall see (De"nition 5.1) that  determines a relation r in (A)

 . The relation is unchanged
if j is altered by a permutation. Moreover, each such relation has an index for which the assignment
rC (g

(r),2, g	 (r)) is one to one. The set of all such relations generates all relations additively.
We let m


denote [m/2
] for all nonnegative integers k. We use this notation only for m.
De5nition 2.8 (Height). The height of the generators v and < are de"ned in terms of the
multiplicities t

and m as follows. The height of a pure generator is 1. Otherwise, let t

be maximal.
De"ne the height h()"h() to be 2 where q is the smallest integer such that 2t

*m

.
We now state the main theorems. The bounds on the relations are most likely much too large.
There is a smaller bound if one is interested in the quotient by the subring generated by the pure
elements (see Corollaries 5.8 and 7.6).
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Theorem 2.9 (Theorem 7.9). HH(

) is minimally generated by

. The ideal of relations is generated
by R Bd
() max2

!1,

(


)(m


!)
,∀k'0 with 2
)m.
Theorem 2.10 (Theorem 5.9). (A) is minimally generated by 

. The ideal of relations is
generated by r  deg () (
 )(m!) ,∀i3.
3. De5nition of generators
We now de"ne the generators. First, we give those in the polynomial case.
De5nition 3.1 (Generators). Let "(n; t) with 2)m. Then v3(A)

 equals 	

(b ) where
b"x3A. We sometimes denote v by b

 .
The generators in HH(

) will be described in terms of their restrictions to maximal elementary
abelian subgroups. This is su$cient since HH(

) is detected on such subgroups [4].
We "rst give an indexing set for these subgroups [2].
Proposition 3.2. The conjugacy classes of maximal elementary abelian subgroups of 

are in
one-to-one correspondence with partitions of 2z into positive powers of 2 if z"[m/2].
If "(

) is such a partition then= , a representative of the corresponding conjugacy class of
subgroups, is given by a product of the regular representations of the elementary abelian groups
= of order  ; that is by the composition =PP .
We use the notation= more generally whenever 0(2z)m and often denote= more simply
by the partition .
The general linear group G

"G¸(s, 2) acts on=

and hence on its cohomology. The invariants
(HH(=

)) are a polynomial algebra on the Dickson invariant classes d

of degree 2!2 for
i"0,2, s!1.
De5nition 3.3 (Generators). If "(n; t) let r be the smallest integer with t
	
O0.
A partition  is -subordinate to if  contains a partition  of 2 where each part is at least 2	.
If the multiplicity of 2 in  is s

de"ne v () to be the symmetrization of


(d

)121 if  is -subordinate to  and 0 otherwise.
We de"ne the generator < by saying its restriction to HH(=) is v().
(The results of Section 6 show that these elements are in the image of restriction from HH(

).)
Note that the restriction of < to HH(2) is d . Based upon this we denote the element < by
D

orD

. Later (De"nition 6.2), we will give alternative notations for the generators based
upon restrictions to other subgroups.
Example 3.4. Suppose that "(3; t) where t

"0, t

"0, t

"1. Then < is denoted by D .
Suppose that m"16 and "(4, 4, 8). Note that  is subordinate to . There are two partitions of
8 that are contained in . These are (4,4) and (8). The restriction of < to HH() is thus
11d
	
#d

d

13HH(4)HH(4)HH(8).
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4. Expansion in (A)
We now give an algorithm for writing any element of (A) as a polynomial in the v and prove
that 

is a minimal generating set. Later in Section 6 we will prove the analogous results for
HH(

).
The main tool we use is Proposition 4.2. This gives the "rst stage of expansion for a symmetric
monomial e in terms of the v . The symmetric monomials that appear in the right hand side of the
equation have width strictly less than width(e). This fact underlies almost all that follows.
De5nition 4.1 (Symmetric monomial and width). Let b, a

,2, a be distinct monomials in A and
u, s

,2, s a sequence of positive integers with u#s)m. We also assume that u"2r for some
n and odd r and that p

"s

/2 is an integer for each i.
We let e"ba

2a

denote the symmetrization of ba

2a

12
13A. We call e a symmetric monomial.
We assign several numbers to e. The basic degree (bdeg) is de"ned by assuming all x

have degree 1.
Hence bdeg(e)"(u)bdeg(b)#(s

)bdeg(a

). We de"ne deg

(e) to be the power of x

that occurs in e.
The width is de"ned by letting width(e)"u#s

. The symmetric degree is de"ned by letting
sdeg(e)"2.
Note that every element of (A) is a "nite sum of symmetric monomials.
Proposition 4.2 (Expansion 1). Assume that if p

is odd then bdeg(b)*bdeg(a

) with equality only if
b(a

. Let t be dexned on the set of generators that divide b. Assume that 2 is the largest power of
2 that divides all deg

(b) and let t(x

)"deg

(b)/2. Letting "(n; t), in (A) we have
e#(v)
(b	a

)"

(ba )b	a 

a
 

# ()((b)b	a

)#R

.
Here "1 iw r*3.
The error term R

"

M

with J"(h, j

,2, j), j)min2!1, s, h)min2!1, u!2,
and k"h# j

)2.
Here
M

"(b)b


a



(ba

) .


"(

) where the product is over all pairs (i,w) with ba

"a

and "1 unless a

"b for
some i. Then "(

).
We call this formula expansion with respect to b. Note that R

"0 if n"0.
Proof. ( )"b
. The formula follows by simply multiplying the product out inA, taking into
account overlaps. There are two subtle points. Firstly, e occurs as a term because r is odd. Secondly,
neither b nor ba

are equal to a

if p

is odd because of our condition on bdeg(b). 
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Applying induction to the width of a term one can write e as a polynomial in the generators of
width at most m. We call this the expansion polynomial of e and denote it by p(e).
Suppose now that d(m. We modify the above algorithm by neglecting the nontrivial products
where one factor has width greater than d, at each stage of the expansion.
We call the resulting polynomial expansion in (A) and denote it by p

(e).
Proposition 4.3. The error term R is decomposable.
Proof. The sdeg of any symmetric monomial in the right-hand side of the formula is at most 2. It is
less than 2 if the symmetric monomial is in R. Hence, by induction, the sdeg of any generator v that
occurs in the expansion ofR is less than 2. On the other hand, if sdeg(v)"2 then the largest power
of 2 that divides all deg

(v) is 2. The corresponding number for e is at least 2. Since deg

(e) equals
that of any symmetric monomial in the right-hand side of the formula, R is decomposable if
n'0. 
Corollary 4.4 (Key corollary). e"

v

# decomposables.
Here v

"(v )
 where d and "(n; g) are de"ned by requiring that 2 is the largest power of 2 so
that g

"(deg

(b	a

))/2 is an integer for all j.


denotes the multinomial coe$cient (	
	 2
). This is 1 i! no power of 2 occurs twice in the
dyadic expansions of r!1, p

,2, p .
Proof. We can ignore the decomposable elements. Expand the remaining symmetric monomials by
b or ba

. These satisfy the condition the lemma requires for b. We continue inductively. Each time
we expand we pick from the remaining b and a

. One can continue this process until all have been
used up. The resulting symmetric monomial is the one stated in the proposition and the multi-
nomial coe$cient counts precisely the multiple. 
The partial iterated expansion of e with respect to b is the result of iteratively expanding only the
unfactored terms as in the preceding proof. If one also substitutes the expressions for the nontrivial
factors, which are determined inductively, one gets the expansion polynomial.
Example 4.5 (Expansion example). Suppose that m"6, d"3, and e"uv. Then expanding
with respect to u we have
e#(u).(v)"uvv	.
To obtain the expansion polynomial we have to determine the right-hand side. To do this we
expand with respect to uv. We have uvv	#(uv).(v	)"(uv)v. Continuing we get
(uv)v#(uv).(v)"(uv	)v and (uv	)v#(uv	).(v)"(uv).
The partial iterated expansion for e is (u).(v)#(uv).(v	)#(uv).(v)#(uv	).(v)#(uv).
To obtain the expansion polynomial we need to substitute the expression for v	. This is
obtained by expanding with respect to v. Thus, v	"(v).(v)#(v).(v)#(v	).
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Since we are in characteristic 2, the expansion polynomial is
e"(u).(v)#(uv).((v).(v)#(v)	#(v	))#(uv).(v)#(uv	).(v)#(uv).
To "nd the expansion of e in (A	)	 we neglect all nontrivial products at each stage of the
expansion which have a factor with width greater than 3. In this case, we get e expands to
(uv).((v).(v)#(v)	#(v	))#(uv).(v)#(uv	).(v)#(uv) in (A	)	 .
We state a useful corollary that is proved by considering an intermediate stage of the partial
iterated expansion of e.
Corollary 4.6 (Expansion 2). Let e"e

e

where e

is written in the same form as e and with the
same b. Then, the coezcient of the term (v

)(e

) in the partial iterated expansion of e is 

.
De5nition 4.7. Let "(n; t) and m
*w(). Then in (A
)
 we de"ne e as follows.
Suppose that all powers of 2 in the dyadic expansion of the t

's are distinct. Then de"ne
e"(x )
.
Otherwise, if 2 is the largest power of 2 that occurs twice in the t

let x

(x

be the two smallest
generators so that t

and t

contain 2. Let 2 ,2,2 be the increasing sequence of all powers of
2 greater than 2 which occur and let t

contain 2 .
De"ne e"(bx


x

x

2x

), where b is the monomial in A with
deg

(b)"t

!deg

(x

x

x

2x

).
Corollary 4.8. We have width(e)"w() and e is equivalent mod decomposables to v .
Corollary 4.9. v is decomposable if w()'m.
Proof. Expand e in (A
)


 as above. By the key corollary (4.4), e"v#D, where D is a sum of
decomposables. The restriction from (A
)
 to (A) is determined by sending all symmetric
monomials of width greater than m to 0 and the rest to the identically labeled symmetric
monomials in (A) . Hence v is decomposable. 
Corollary 4.10. Suppose that width(e)'w(v). Then, e is not equivalent to v mod decomposables.
Proof. This follows since e has the maximum possible width that a monomial could have and still
be equivalent to v . This follows from the key corollary. 
We de"ne (A) to be lim(A) where the inverse limit is taken in the graded sense over each
bdeg.
Theorem 4.11. (A) is a polynomial algebra on the generators 

.
Proof. The proof proceeds by showing that all distinct monomials in the basis elements 

are
linearly independent. Note that the symmetric monomial of maximum width in (v )"(v )
 is
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M"(v)
 where the product is over all powers of 2 that occur in the dyadic expansion of g. The
unique symmetric monomial of maximal width in F"

(v ) is thus M"M . Since
v
_ "b

_  we have the assignment FPM is one to one. Since a symmetric monomial of
maximal width in a nonzero sum F

must be one of the M

such sums are never 0. 
Theorem 4.12 (Generators). (A) is minimally generated by 

.
Proof. Let v3

and suppose that P"v is a relation expressing v as a polynomial in the other
generators. We will show there is then a relation in (A) . Consider P as an element of (A)
and multiply it out. The result is a sum of symmetric monomials. The only symmetric monomial of
width at most m is v. However, there may be others which have width greater than m. Using the
algorithm and the key corollary we see that the expansion of such a monomial as a polynomial in
the generators 

will not involve v. Hence, there is a relation of the form v"P
 in (A) . 
Example 4.13 (Elementary symmetric functions). Suppose that A"F[X]. One can recover the
classical result that (A) is the polynomial algebra generated by the elementary symmetric
functions using Theorem 4.12.
We know that 

generates (A) . Let i"r2 with r odd and "(n; t) where t(X)"r. Then
e"	 (X). Hence, v is equal to 	(X) mod decomposables. On the other hand, these generators
must be algebraically independent since (A) is integral over (A) .
IndeedA is a free module over (A) generated byX


with 0)l


(j , whereX

is the jth
copy of X.
The expansion formula relating 	

(X) and v is closely related to Newton's formulas.
5. The relations for (A)
Let "(n; t) be such that w()'m. We begin by de"ning an expression for v as a polynomial in


. Substituting for all such generators that occur in the expansion polynomial p(e) of a symmetric
monomial gives an expression for e as a polynomial in 

. After this, we de"ne the relations and
prove the main theorem for (A) .
First, we de"ne e .
Suppose that t

*m

for some j. Let x

be minimal so that t

*m

and let e"(bx )

where b3A is such that deg

(b)"t

if jOi and deg

(b)"t

!m

.
Otherwise, we modify e as follows. We de"ne e() to be (b
g)
 where g has width m

and
consists of the last m

parts of e . We have b
3A and deg (b
)"t!deg(g) for each i.
Let e"e . By the key Corollary 4.4 p(e), the expansion of e in (A)

 , equals v plus
decomposables. Hence, by induction on the basic degree we can write v as a polynomial p() in


. We call p

() the expression for v in (A)

 .
Note that if t

*m

for some i then p

() lies in the ideal generated by the pure generators and the
generators of symmetric degree less than 2.
De5nition 5.1 (Relations). Let "( j, g) be in the indexing set for the relations. For each 0(r)l
de"ne a
	
"(x 	

)	3(A	)	 . Then, let e"a	3(A
)


 where m
"width(e )"2	'm.
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We call e a monomial relation.
We let r be the polynomial in  which is the result of substituting in p(e ) for all generators of
maxwidth greater than m their expressions as polynomials in (A) .
Note that, r"0 is a relation in (A)

 since e restricts to 0.
We now de"ne some important relations. Let "(n; t) be mixed and let l"m

#1. Recall the
de"nition of height in De"nition 2.8.
De5nition 5.2 (Power relations). De"ne "dom(t) and let x


be the smallest among all x

with
h()t

*m Then ()"( j, g) is de"ned as follows: g

(1)"t

h() if iOk and g


(1)"t


h()!m

. For
1#m

*r'1, g


(r)"1 and g

(r)"0 if iOk. De"ne j
	
"2 for all r.
Thus, e"(bx
 )
 where deg

(b)"t

h() if iOk and deg


(b)"t


h()!m

.
By Corollary 4.4 (key corollary) r"(v ) modulo the ideal generated by the pure generators
	


(x


), j)m and the generators of symmetric degree less than 2.
Moreover, the quotient of (A) by the ideal of pure generators is generated over F by a subset
of the monomials where the power of v is than h().
Example 5.3 (Power relation). Let m"3 , A"F

[x

, x

] and "(0;t) where t

"2, t

"1. Then
h()"2 (see De"nition 2.8) and e"xxx	 . Expanding, we obtain e"(xx )(x	 )#
(x

x

)(x

)#(x	

x

)(x

)#(x

x

). The last term is the square of v . And the other terms are in the
ideal generated by the pure generators. Hence, r"(v) modulo pure generators.
We introduce some notation before stating the next few results. We "x i.
Let s"

(v )
 be a product of powers of mixed generators with no repetitions allowed.
Recall that v"b

 where b3A. Let q"2 , b"(b )
, d

"deg

(b

), deg

(s)"

d

2 ,
n be the minimal value of n

, n


"n

!n, and r"1#m

!q/2. Assume that n

"n and d

)d

if
n

"n. Let u"d

!r.
Thus, b

"x

y for some y3A. We say s has i-xltration (q, n, d

).
Finally, we follow the convention that (

)"0 if a(b.
De5nition 5.4 (Master relations). Suppose that 0)u, and deg

(s)'(

)!(

).
Then, we have the relation r in (A)

 where
e" 

b



x

yx	
 

.
Note that width(e )"2(m#1)'m.
These give rise to the following.
Corollary 5.5. Modulo pure generators the relation r expresses s as a sum of products s with
i-xltration strictly less than (q, n, d

) and with deg

(s

)"deg

(s).
Hence, by induction on q, n and then d

we have s is in the ideal generated by the pure
generators.
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Proof. For any f note that x

is in the subring of pure elements. Now consider the above relation.
Iterating expansion 4.2 and using Corollary 4.6 we see that s is a term in r . The other terms which
do not have a pure factor all have smaller "ltration than s. It remains to consider the case
d

!r"u(0.
Then d

)m

!q/2. Let s
"

(v )
. We have deg

(s
)"deg

(s)!d

2*deg

(s)!(m!q)
and q
"

2"q!2. Since (


)*(

)#(m!q) we have deg

(s
)*deg

(s)!(m!q)'
(

)!(

)!(m!q)*(

)!(


). So s
 is already in the ideal generated by the pure generators. 
Example 5.6 (Master relation). Let A"F

[a,b],m"3 and s"(ab)(ab). Then, e"abbaa.
Expanding with respect to ab we get 0"(ab)(baa)#(ab	aa)#(a	bba). Now,
consider the further expansion of each term and ignore all terms which have a factor of the form
a since these are in the ring of pure elements.
From the "rst we get (ab)(ba). From the second (ab	) and from the third (a	b)(ab). Another
possible term from the third is (ab	). This does not occur. For the purposes of the result however
this does not matter. For even if it occurs it would be of lower "ltration than s. Let us consider the
term (a	b)(ab). This has u(0. But we have by induction that s
"(a	b) is in the ideal generated
by the pure elements. Speci"cally, we have q
"1 and 


"ba	.
Theorem 5.7 (Finiteness). Let s"

(v )
 be a product of powers of generators with no repeti-
tions allowed.
(a) If deg

(s)'(

) for some i then s is in the ideal generated by the pure generators.
(b) If deg

(s)'(

)!(

) for some i then s is in the ideal generated by the pure generators. As above
q"2 .
Proof. This follows from the master relations 5.4 and 5.5. 
Let P denote the ring generated by the pure elements.
Corollary 5.8. As a module over P, (A) is generated by elements with deg

at most (

) for each i.
A complete set of relations for (A)/P is given by relations with deg

)(

)#1 for each i.
This appears to be sharp. Unfortunately, not all relations are detected modP. The di$culty of
"nding the remaining exotic relations increases our estimate for deg

enormously. I suspect that the
true bound is much lower and may well be the same as for relations detected modP.
Theorem 5.9 (Main theorem). (A) is minimally generated by 

. The set of relations involving
c variables are generated by all relations with deg

at most 

(

)(m!) for each i involved in the relations.
Proof. It su$ces to use relations of type 5.4 with deg

)1#(

) to reduce to module generators
g

 over P which have deg

)(

). The remaining relations are obtained by relations between these
remaining generators which are detected modP and those that are not. Let us consider the latter
relations. A is a free module on a set h

 over P by Example 4.13. Hence, each g

has a unique
expression p

h

, where p

3P.
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A linear relation over P between the module generators has the formDv"0 where D"(p

), i.e.
the columns of D are the generators. Using permutations of the rows and columns we can assume
that the equation has the form Ay"Bz where A is invertible. (The deleted rows are linear
combinations over the quotient "eld of P of the remaining ones.)
This equation can be rewritten as y"ABz. We thus are left with analyzing what conditions
on z cause y to have coordinates in P. We see that it is necessary and su$cient that each individual
coordinate of z be divisible by a particular divisor of A.
Thus deg

A#(

) is a bound for deg

of such relations. We now give a crude bound for deg

A.
Suppose that there are c di!erent variables that are involved in the relation. Then a bound for l is
(m!) by 4.13. There is an action of Z/2 on the set of module generators which assigns to each
generator its complement in the maximal degree generator. Thus, the sum of deg

on a distinct pair
adds to (

). On a "xed point deg

is 

(

).
One of the module generators generates the pure elements. Its image under the action is the
maximal generator which has deg

"(

).
Since deg

(g

) (

) we have deg

A)

(

)((m!)!2). So a deg

bound is 

(

)(m!). 
The only exotic relations I know of are generated by using the following proposition with k even.
Proposition 5.10 (Expansion 3). Let a

,2, a
 be a sequence of elements in A. Then in (A
)


 one
has the relation
0" (a

a

)2(a  a )(a),
where the sum is over all 0)l)[k/2] and all sets of l pairs and the product is over all s not equal to
i

,2, i . The symbol (a) as usual denotes the symmetrization of a121.
If the a

are distinct and e"a2a
 then this equation is the relation r .
Example 5.11. If A"F

[a, b, c, d] the sequence a, b, c, d gives rise to the nonexotic relation
(a)(b)(c)(d)"(ab)(c)(d)#(ac)(b)(d)#(ad)(b)(c)#(bc)(a)(d)#(bd)(a)(c)#(cd)(a)(b)#(ab)(cd)#(ac)(b
d)#(ad)(bc) in (A	)	 .
The sequence a, b, c gives rise to the exotic relation (a)(b)(c)"(ab)(c)#(a)(bc)#(ac)(b) in (A) .
To prove Proposition 5.10 we need the following combinatorial fact.
Proposition 5.12. The number of distinct sets of l pairs from among k objects is equivalentmod2 to (


).
Hence the sum over all l*0 is even if k'1.
Proof. The number of distinct sets of l pairs from among k objects equals


(


)/l!"(


)(2l)!/(2)l! which is equivalent mod 2 to (


). Thus, the sum over all l including 0 is
 (


) which mod 2 is the same as 

(

) where h"[k/2]. This later is the binomial expansion of
(1#1) and so the sum is even. 
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Proof of Proposition 5.10. We can assume wlog that the a

are distinct. Upon multiplying out all
terms we "nd using the above proposition that the coe$cient of any term is even except for
a

2a


. This is because any other term will contain a  factor of the form a
2a where
s'1 and hence the number of terms in the sum which when expanded contain it will be even. 
5.1. Minimizing the set of relations
To minimize the set of relations it is convenient "rst to calculate the Poincare series of the
invariants. The method used in [1] for A"F

[a, b] generalizes readily. One then adds relations
degree by degree as indicated by the series using power relations, Corollaries 5.10 and 4.6 to search
for appropriate relations. The examples I have worked out indicate that this procedure is quite
e$cient.
As a warning we point out that the Poincare series by itself can be deceptive. An example is given
by the following. The Poincare series indicates that there is a subpolynomial algebra with six
generators and an additional three generators. However there is an extra generator and an exotic
relation in degree 17.
Example 5.13 (Exotic). Suppose thatA"F

[a, b, c] where the degrees of a, b, c are 4,6 and 7. Then
by 4.12 (A) has 10 generators,
(a),(b),(c),(aa),(bb),(cc),(ab),(bc),(cd),(abc).
The Poincare series is
1#t#t#t	
(1!t)(1!t)(1!t)(1!t)(1!t)(1!t).
The following 11 relations are minimal:
Degree Monomial relation Leading terms
17 abc (ab)(c)#(ac)(b)#(bc)(a)
22 aac (ac)
26 bbc (bc)
34 aabc (abc)
20 aab (ab)
21 abac (ab).(ac)
23 abbc (ab).(bc)
24 acbc (ac).(bc)
28 acabc (ac).(abc)
27 abbca (ab).(abc)
30 bcabc (bc).(abc)
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6. Expansion in HH(

)
We prove results analogous to those in De"nition 6.4, ending by proving that HH(

) is
minimally generated by 

. Many of the proofs are very similar to those in Section 4 and are
omitted.
We start by giving a Z/2 basis for HH(

). The indexing set and the description of the elements
generalize those for 

given in Section 3. Since the restriction map to HH(=) is an injective
map of rings (see [4]), where the sum is over the conjugacy classes of maximal elementary abelian
2-subgroups of 

, the basis elements are determined by their images in HH(=) . There are
several di!erent notations for these elements which we develop; these are based upon their
restrictions to particular elementary abelian subgroups.
At the end of this section we show that these elements span the restriction of HH(

). For now,
we content ourselves with describing them. An indexing set is given by "(, a). Here  is
a partition of an even integer p)m into positive powers of 2 with ith part 2 . And a is a one-to-one
function which assigns to the ith part a nonzero monomial in the Dickson classes a
 
"

d
 
.
TheZ/2 basis element is denoted by E . We often denoteE by


D
 
or



D



 based
upon its restriction to a subgroup given by . Later, we develop equivalent notation based upon the
restriction of E to other subgroups. One of these will be important for the expansion formula
(Proposition 6.5). All of the subgroups used to denote E are su$cient to distinguish E from any
other basis element.
We now de"ne E . Let y be the smallest integer with d  dividing a  . We say a partition  of
2 is y

-allowed if the parts are at least 2 .
Let  be a partition of p which consists of a union of allowed partitions 

, one for each part of .
We also refer to  as-allowed.We say  is -subordinate to the allowed partition  if  contains .
Let s


be the multiplicity of 2
 in 

. We de"ne <()3HH(=) to be the symmetrization of
(the standard injection of) 


(

d



)
 if  is subordinate to  and 0 otherwise.
De5nition 6.1. E is de"ned by its restrictions to maximal elementary abelian subgroups. The
restriction to HH(= ) is <(), where the sum is over all  which are -allowed.
Note that the restriction of E to HH(=) is the symmetrization ofd  if= is a (possibly
nonmaximal) elementary abelian subgroup given by .
We de"ne equivalent expressions for E based upon its restriction to other subgroups.
De5nition 6.2 (Equivalent expressions, symmetric monomials, width). If  is -allowed then the
restriction of E to the (possibly nonmaximal) subgroup given by  is the symmetrization of



(

d



)
 . An equivalent expression for E based upon its restriction to  is



(

D



)
 or 


(

D




)
 .
Any expression for E is a symmetric monomial. The width is de"ned by width(E)" where
the sum is over all parts of .
Note that, one can recover any of the expressions for E from any one of them. (If s

is divisible
by 2 then an equivalent expression is obtained by replacing k by k!1 and s


by s


/2.) Moreover,
any -allowable subgroup is su$cient to distinguish E from any other Z/2 basis element.
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We de"ne a particular -allowed partition which is needed in order to state the expansion
formula. If 2 is the smallest part in  then 
 is obtained by re"ning each part into copies of 2 if this
is allowed. We now de"ne 
 precisely. Denote l

!s by s

. Let Z"z  s

)y

 and
K"k  s


'y


. We let 
 denote the partition which consists of 2 with multiplicity 
 
2
together with the unaltered parts 2
 for each k3K. We rewriteE based upon its restriction to 
 as
E"B	A

C


.
We explain the notation. First, we de"ne B. Let u be such that l

"s, bdeg(a
 
)*bdeg(a
 
) if
l

"s, with a
 
(a
 
if equality holds. We let y denote y

and B denote 

D

.
Suppose that, there are v#1 distinct 

D

, z3Z; denote these by B,A



for
J"1,2, v. Let C
 denoteD

  if k3K and let r and p be the sum of the 2 corresponding to
B andA

, respectively. Note that r is odd. Note also that if

D

are equal for di!erent z's then
the s

are di!erent by uniqueness of the a
 
.
De5nition 6.3 (Multiplication). We de"ne BA

and B by using the multiplication in the Dickson
invariants F

[d

,2, d]. Thus,


D



D!

"

D!

.
This is generally quite di!erent from the product (B).(A

) inHH(

) which is denoted by using a dot.
In order to de"ne the error term in the expansion we developmore notation.We let d

"y!y

if
y*y

and 0 otherwise. We let b

"s!y

if y*y

and s!y otherwise. If A

"

D

we let
AK

denote 

D
 
.
Similarly, we let BK denote 

D

and BK

denote 

D
 
. We say E has xltration s.
Now we prove results analogous to those in Section 4.
De5nition 6.4 (Degree). Let A"

D

.
De"ne deg

(A) to be t

for each 0)q(s.
Suppose l is the minimal value of q with t

'0, s!l)w)s and 0)g)w. Then, we de"ne
deg

(A) to be t

2.
Finally, we let deg

(A)"deg

(A) if i"s!l and 0 otherwise.
More generally deg

(A

)"deg

(A

)"

deg

(A

) and deg

(A

)"deg

(A

)"


deg

(A

).
Assume that 2 is the largest power of 2 that divides all deg

(B).
Proposition 6.5 (Expansion 1). Letting t

"deg

(B)/2, "(s; t) and "1 iw r*3 we have
E#(<)(B	A C
 )
"

(BA )B	A 

A

C


#()((B)B	A

C


)#R .
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The error term is R"M with F"(h, f ,2, f ), where 2 divides f , with g2"f ,
f

)min2!1,2p

, h)min2!1,2r!2, and l"h#f

)2. Here
M

"(BK )BK 	 

AK  



(BK

AK

)C


.


"(

) where the product is over all pairs (i,w) with BK

AK

"AK

. Here "1 unless
AK

"BK  for some i. Then "(

).
Proof. The proof follows from that of Proposition 4.2 by considering the polynomial algebra on
x

,2, x . Not all error terms can happen since AK  only has nontrivial multiplication with
BK

"BK . 
We call this formula expansion with respect to B. Note that the remainder terms R has "ltration
less than s. Note also that R"0 if y"0.
Applying induction to the width degree of a term one can write E as a polynomial in the
generators of width degree at most m. We call this the expansion polynomial of E and denote it by
p(E). The partial iterated expansion of E with respect to B is the result of iteratively expanding only
the unfactored terms.
Suppose now that d(m. We modify the procedure for determining the expansion polynomial;
we neglect the nontrivial products where one factor has width greater than d, at each stage of the
expansion.
We call the resulting polynomial expansion in HH(

) and denote it by p

(E).
Proposition 6.6. R is decomposable.
De"ne 
"
to be the multinomial coe$cient (	
	 2
), which is 1 i! no power of two occurs
twice in the dyadic expansions of r!1, p

,2, p .
Corollary 6.7 (Key corollary). E is decomposable if some C


exists. If no C


is in the expression for
E then E"
"
<
"
# decomposables.
Here <
"
"(<) where d and "(s, u) are de"ned by requiring that 2 is the largest power of
2 so that u

"(deg

(B	A

))/2 is an integer for all j.
The following is useful when searching for particular relations.
Corollary 6.8 (Expansion 2). Let E"E

E

where E

is written in the same form as E (with no C


)
and with the same B. Then, the coezcient of the term (<
"
)(E

) in the partial iterated expansion of E
is 
"
.
De5nition 6.9. Let "(n; t) and m
*w(). Then in HH(


) we de"ne E as follows.
Suppose that all powers of 2 in the dyadic expansion of the t

's are distinct. Then de"ne
E"D .
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Otherwise, if 2 is the largest power of 2 that occurs twice in the t

let u(v be minimal so that
t

and t

contain 2. Let 2 ,2,2 be the increasing sequence of all powers of 2 greater than
2 which occur and let t

contain 2 .
Let B denote the monomial D

with c

"deg

(B)"t

!deg

(D

D

D

2D

).
Now de"ne
E"BD D


D

2D

.
Corollary 6.10. We have width(E )"w() and E is equivalent mod decomposables to < .
Corollary 6.11. < is decomposable if w()'m.
Corollary 6.12. Suppose that width(E)'w(< ). Then, E is not equivalent to < mod decomposables.
Lemma 6.13 (Image of restriction). For n'0 let= be the group 2 and < be the group 22.
These are both maximal elementary abelian subgroups in 

. Let  be the diagonal of 2; this is
a subgroup of both = and <.
Suppose that a

"

d

3HH(2) is a monomial in the Dickson classes. Its restriction
to HH() is 0 if t

'0. If t

"0 then a

3HH(=) and (

d

)3HH(<) both restrict to
(

d

).
Proof. This follows from properties of the Dickson classes (see [10] or [2]). 
Corollary 6.14. The image of HH(

) is contained in the span of E.
Proof. The normalizer of  in 

acts on HH() in two ways. Firstly, it permutes like parts and
secondly its acts internally on a part 2 by the general linear group G¸(n,2). Thus, the image of
HH(

) in HH() is contained in the symmetrization of the Dickson invariants. The corollary
follows from Lemma 6.13. 
Theorem 6.15. HH(

) is a polynomial algebra on the generators 

.
Proof. HH(

)"limHH(

) where the inverse limit is taken in the graded sense, i.e. over each
homological degree. Nakaoka proved that HH(

) is a polynomial algebra on generators of the
same degree as those in 

[5, Theorem 5.3]. (Explicit generators based upon the Dyer}Lashof
algebra appear in [4]. Associated to our generator (n; t) with s minimal so that t

'0, is
Nakaoka's sequence ( j

,2, j) where 2t"j!( j#2#j) and where 2t
"2j
!j
 for
k"1,2, l!1, where l"n!s.) Since HH() is detected on elementary abelian subgroups we
need only show that the generators

generate the image. However, letting m be arbitrarily large
there is a 1-1 correspondence between E and the monomials in given by associating to such
a monomial the symmetric monomial of maximum width (as in Theorem 4.11). By Corollary 6.14
and expansion 6.5 we are done. 
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Corollary 6.16. E is a Z/2 basis for HH( ).
Corollary 6.17 (Generators). HH(

) is minimally generated by 

.
Corollary 6.18 (Gunawardena et al. [3]). The Quillen map is an isomorphism for all 

. That is
HH(

)Plim
#$
HH(<) is an isomorphism, where C denotes the category of elementary abelian
2-subgroups of 

with the morphisms induced by conjugation in 

and inclusions.
7. The relations for HH(

)
This section establishes results analogous to those in Section 5, ending by proving the main
theorem for HH(

).
Let "(n; t) be such that w()'m. We need to de"ne an expression for < as a polynomial in


. First we de"ne E .
Suppose that t

*m

for some j. Let i be minimal so that t

*m

. De"ne E to be BD


,
where B is such that deg

(B)"t

if jOi and deg

(B)"t

!m

.
Otherwise, we modify E as follows. We de"ne E to be B
G where G has width m and
consists of the last m

parts of E . Here deg
(B
)"t

!deg

(G) for each i.
Let E"E . By Proposition 6.5 p(E), the expansion of E in HH(), equals < pl!us
decomposables. Hence by induction on the basic degree we can write < as a polynomial p () in


. We call p

() the expression for < in HH().
Note that if t

*m

for some i then p

() lies in the ideal generated by the pure generators and
the generators of width degree less than 2.
De5nition 7.1 (Relations). Let "(J,G) be in the indexing set for the relations. For each 0(r)l
de"ne A
	
"D 	
	 
, Then, let E"A	3HH(
 ) where m
"width(E)'m.
E is called a monomial relation.
We let R be the polynomial in which is the result of substituting in p(E) for all generators
of maxwidth greater than m their expressions as polynomials in HH(

).
Note that R"0 is a relation in HH() since E restricts to 0.
We now de"ne some important relations. Let "(n; t) be mixed and let l"m

#1.
De5nition 7.2 (Power relations). Let i be the smallest among all j with h()t

*m Then
()"(J,G) is de"ned as follows. G

(1)"t

h() if iOk and G


(1)"t


h()!m

. For
1#m

*r'1, G


(r)"1 and G

(r)"0 if iOk. De"ne J
	
"2 for all r.
Thus, E
"BD


where deg

(B)"t

h() if iOk and deg


(B)"t


h()!m

.
By Corollary 6.7 (key corollary) R
"< modulo the ideal generated by the pure generators
	


(D


), j)m and the generators of symmetric degree less than 2.
Moreover, the quotient of HH(

) by the ideal of pure generators is generated over Z/2 by
a subset of the monomials with the power of < being less than h().
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Proposition 7.3. Let s"

(<

) be a product of powers of generators with no repetitions allowed.
(a) If deg

(s)'(

) for some i then s is in the ideal generated by the pure generators.
(b) Let q)m. If width(<

)*q and 2deg

(<

)'(

)!(

) then s is in the ideal generated
by the pure generators.
The proof follows from the following relations.
Recall that <

"B

where B

3B. Letting B

"(B

) we have s"

B

. Let q"2 ,
r"m

!q/2#1, q

"deg

(B

) and u"q

!r, n"n

and B

"(D

)> for some >3HH(

).
Finally, q

"q

2 .
De5nition 7.4 (Master relations). Suppose that n)n

for all j, and that r!1(q

)q

if n

"n.
Assume q!2)m and that q

'(

)!(

).
Then letting n


"n

!n. we have the relation R

in HH(

) where


"

B

D

>D	
 .
We say s has "ltration (q, n, q

).
Proposition 7.5. Modulo pure generators and generators of symmetric degree less than 2, the relation
R

expresses s as a sum of products s

with xltration strictly less than (q, n, q

) and with q

"q

.
Hence, by induction on q, n and then q

we have s is in the ideal generated by the pure
generators.
Proof. By using Proposition 6.5 we can reduce to the case where q

)r!1"m

!q/2. Let
s
"

B

. We have q


"q

!q

2*q

!(m!q) and q
"

2"q!2. Since
(


)*(

)#(m!q) we have q


*q

!(m!q)'(

)!(

)!(m!q)*(

)!(


). So s
 is
already in the ideal generated by the pure generators. 
With Bd


de"ned as above (De"nition 2.6) we state the following.
Corollary 7.6. As a module over P, the ring of pure elements,HH(

) is generated by elements with Bd


at most (


) for each k.
A complete set of relations for HH(

)/P is given by relations with Bd


)(


)#1 for each k.
Before stating the main theorem we de"ne two types of relations.
De5nition 7.7 (Homogeneous and constrained relations). A homogeneous relation R is one between
generators which have nonzero restrictions to an elementary abelian group = where the parts


of  are equal.
The homogeneous relation is of type 

. The type may not be unique.
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A relation R which is not homogeneous is called constrained. If "J,G we divide the
sequence J into two subsequences J
 and J. LetM
	
be the minimal value of i with G

(r)O0 and let
J consist of the subsequence with J
	
!M
	
maximal. J
 is the complementary subsequence. 
 and
 are de"ned by restricting G to J
 and J, respectively. We say the relation R is constrained, that
E

is constrained by E , and that the maximal value of 2	%	 is the type of R .
Note that the monomial relation E equals EE

.
We say E originates at 2	%	 .
Example 7.8 (Homogeneous and constrained relations). The power relation D

D

is a homo-
geneous relation in HH(

). It has type 4.
Suppose that E

is equivalent to a generator A3

. If B is a term in the expansion poly-
nomial p of E then the constrained relation R implies that AB is equal to a sum of other
terms.
The relation D
	
D

D

is a constrained relation of type 4 in HH(

). We have that D

D

is
constrained by D
	
. We use this terminology because D
	
has width 4 and constrains the room for
D

D

.
The latter element is equivalent to the generator (D	

). Hence, the constrained relation shows that
(D	

)(D
	
) can be rewritten as a polynomial in (D

),(D

),(D

D
	
) and (D
	
) in HH(

).
Theorem 7.9 (Main theorem). HH(

) is minimally generated by 

. The ideal of relations is
generated by R Bd
 () max2

!1, 

(


)(m


!)
, ∀k'0 with 2
)m.
Proof. The second bound is the bound for homogeneous relations. It comes from considering
(A
 )
 where A"F

[d


,2, d

]. To obtain the full bound we also must consider the
constrained relations. These may involve products of pure elements that originate at 2
 (see Section
2). For each such product C we calculateM
$
, the minimum of m


and the width of the symmetric
monomial of maximum width, as in Theorem 4.11. We partially order the products by saying
A)B if A divides B andM
&
"M
'
. Among all minimal products the one which has the maximal
power of d


dividing it is d



. 
7.1. Minimizing the set of relations
We give a procedure for "nding a minimal set of relations which at least in small cases is quite
e$cient. The proof is a re"nement of the proof of Theorem 7.9.
To minimize the set of relations we "rst "nd a minimal set of homogeneous relations. For each
n with 2)m we calculate the minimal set of relations for (A) where A"F

[d

,2, d]
using De"nition 5.1. Then, we capitalize the d's to obtain relations inHH(

). We do this beginning
with n"1. Assume we have computed the homogeneous relations for n(k. Some of these give rise
to relations in (A
 )
 . These are those which are also of type 2
, i.e. those for which there is an
equivalent expression which just involves D


,2,D

. Replacing capital D's with small d's
then gives rise to a relation in (A
)
 . We then "nish the calculation of (A
)
 . We use this
method to avoid redundancy in the relations.
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Next, we "nd a minimal set of constrained relations. First, we eliminate generators as in Example
7.8. Then, we "nd relations betwen the remaining generators.
For each n with 2)m we de"ne 

to be a particular collection of symmetric monomials which
originate at 2. The symmetric monomials of width l2)m are denoted by 

.
To do this we re"ne our calculation of (A ) by producing a list of generators as a module
over the subring of pure elements. These can be chosen to be monomials in 

. We restrict our list
further to those which are a product of algebra generators v

_ with t(d)'0. We then multiply
these by products of pure generators 	


(d

), where the power of each generator is a power of
2 minus 1. For each such product (v ) we take the symmetric monomial of maximum width,




(b), as in De"nition 4.11, where the dyadic expansion of l

is2 . We only consider those
with width at most m. Let us call such elements S. We partially order S by saying a(b if
width(a)'width(b) or width(a)"width(b) with bdeg(a)(bdeg(b), that is by decreasing width and
then increasing basic degree.
We now de"ne 

. We include 	

(d

)3S in 

. This is the only symmetric monomial of width
m

2 that we include. We include a3S in 

if it is not in the (A ) module generated by the
elements of S which are less than it.


is obtained from 

by capitalizing the d's.
For each l)m

and "(k;t) with k(n consider all <3 which are not in . For each
such < and E3 we form the constrained relation EE (see De"nition 7.7). These relations
essentially reduce the generators that originate at groups of type 2
 where k(n to those in


(when multiplied by p(E), the expansion of E).
By induction, one has determined a minimal set of relations for 

. For each symmetric
monomial relation E
 which does not have any factor which originates at 2 for j*n we form the
relation E
E.
The set of all such relations is a su$cient set of constrained relations. Inductively, over degree
one removes redundant relations from this list to obtain a minimal set of constrained relations.
8. Examples
In this section, we calculateHH(

) form"2, 4, 8, 12, 16. The casem"16 is completely new. The
casesm"8 and 12 were described in [1] although one relation was left out form"12 (see Remark
8.6). We use the Poincare series of (F

[d

, d
	
]
)
 k)4; this appears in [1]. Along the way, we
also calculate (F

[d

, d
	
]) (Example 8.5) as well as (F

[d

, d
	
]	)	 and (F

[d

, d
	
]) ; the
latter two occur also in [1]. (One replaces the capital D's by small d's in the appropriate
homogeneous relations.) The calculation of (F

[d

, d

, d

]) occurs in Example 5.13.
A minimal set of generators and monomial relations is presented (see De"nition 3.3 and Section
7.1). We use the notation of Section 7.1 to describe the monomial relations rather than the indexing
set. Using Section 7.1 it is easy to determine the equivalent index. However, for the speci"c relations
the notation we use is more compact.
It is generally quite easy to expand the monomial relations to give a minimal set of relations. But
these are often quite complicated whereas the monomial relations are written much more compact-
ly. Moreover, the expansion of a monomial relation is de"ned recursively; this allows one to see
more and more of the detail of the relation at each stage.
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Example 8.1 (m"2). We have exactly one generator 

"D

 and hence no relations.
Example 8.2 (m"4). We have 

"D

,D

,D
	
.
There are no mixed generators and hence no homogeneous relations.


"D
	
. This gives rise to the constrained relation D
	
D

.
Example 8.3 (m"8). We have 

"D

,D

,D	

,D

,D
	
,D

D
	
,D

,D

. There is one mixed
generator which has the power relation D

D
	
. Using the Poincare series of (F

[d

, d
	
]) we
see there are no other homogeneous relations.


"D

 and 

"D

,D
	
,D
	
D

. This gives rise to the following constrained relations:
D

D

, D

D

, D

D	

, D

D
	
, D

D

D
	
D

D

, D

D	

, D
	
D

D

, D

D
	
D

D

.
Example 8.4 (m"12). We will work through our procedures in detail and then summarize our
results.


"D

,D

,D	

,D

,D

,D	

,D

D
	
,D

D
	
,D

D
	
,D
	
,D

,D	
	
,D

.
We have the following power relations associated to the three mixed generators D

D
	
, D

D
	
and D

D
	
. We shall see that the last of these is not needed.
D

D

D

D

D
	
, D
	
D
	
D
	
D
	
D

, D

D

D

D

D
	
.
Using Corollary 6.8 we "nd relations which have leading terms (D

D
	
).(D

D
	
) and
(D

D
	
).(D

D
	
). These are D
	
D
	
D

D

and D

D

D
	
D
	
.
In investigating the product of D

D
	
and D

D
	
using 6.8 we discover the monomial relation
D

D

D
	
D
	
which has leading terms (D

D
	
).(D

D
	
)#(D

D
	
)	. Multiplying this relation by
D

D
	
and applying the "rst two relations one obtains the fourth power of D

D
	
as lying in the
ideal generated by the pure elements. This shows that the power relation associated to D

D
	
is not
needed. Using the Poincare series of (F

[d

, d
	
]	)	 we see we have calculated a minimal set of
homogeneous relations.
Next, we give the constrained relations.


"D

. Hence, we have the monomial relations: D

D
	
D

, D

D
	
D

, D

D
	
D

,
D

D
	
D
	
, D

D

D

, D

D

D

,D

D

D

.
These relations can be interpreted as saying that the products of D

and the generators
D

D
	
, D

D
	
, D

D
	
, D	

, D

are not needed. Thus, if D

is a factor one only needs generators in


and D

,D

.
The relation D

D
	
D

is a result of the relation D
	
D

in HH(

).


"D
	
, D

D
	
, D
	
D

, 

"D

, D
	
D
	
D

,D
	
D

D
	
 and 
	
"D

D
	
. This
gives rise to the relations AD

D

, BD

D

, CD

D

for A3

, B3D

,D
	
D
	
D


and C3D

,D
	
D
	
D

. The relation D
	
D

D
	
D

D

is not needed because it is already
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accounted for by D
	
D

D

. We do not need the relation D
	
D

D
	
D

D

since we already
have a relation for (D

D
	
).(D

).
We then have the monomial relations DD

,DD	

,DD

for D3
	
. The last set of relations
says (D	
	
)F is not needed if F3D

,D	

,D

. The rest are similar.
We thus have HH(

) is minimally generated by 

subject to the following minimal set of
relations:
Degree Monomial relation Leading terms
14 D

D

D

D
	
(D

D
	
)
16 D

D
	
D
	
D

(D
	
D

)
12 D

D

D

(D

D
	
).(D

D
	
)
13 D

D
	
D
	
(D

D
	
).(D

D
	
)
15 D

D

D
	
D
	
(D

D
	
).(D

D
	
)#(D

D
	
)	
12 D

D
	
D

(D

).(D

D
	
)
14 D

D
	
D

(D

).(D

D
	
)
15 D

D
	
D

(D

).(D

D
	
)
16 D

D
	
D
	
(D

).(D	
	
)
13 D

D

D

(D

).(D	

)
10 D

D

D

(D

).(D	

)
12 D

D

D

(D

).(D

)
11 D

D
	
D

(D

).(D
	
).(D

)
10 D

D
	
D

(D	
	
)(D

)
12 D

D
	
D	

(D	
	
)(D	

)
14 D

D
	
D

(D	
	
)(D

)
9 D

D

D

(D

).(D	

)
11 D

D

D

(D

).(D

)
11 D
	
D
	
D

D

D

(D
	
D

).(D	

)
13 D
	
D
	
D

D

D

(D
	
D

).(D

)
8 D
	
D

D

(D
	
).(D

)#(D
	
D

).(D	

)#(D
	
D

).(D

)
10 D
	
D

D

D

(D
	
D

).(D

)
12 D
	
D

D

D

(D
	
D

).(D

)
Example 8.5 (m"16). We have 27 generators of which 12 are mixed. 

"
D

,D

,D	

,D

,D

,D	

,D

,D

,D
	
,D

,D	
	
,D

,D

,D

,D

,D

D
	
,D

D
	
,D	

D
	
,D

D
	
,D

D	
	
,D

D	
	
,D	

D
	
,D	

D	
	
,D

D

,D

D

,D

D

,D

D

D

.
First, we give the 38 homogeneous relations associated to (F

[d

, d
	
]) .
Degree Monomial relation Leading terms
12 D

D

D

(D

D
	
).(D

D
	
)
13 D

D
	
D

(D

D
	
).(D

D
	
)
14 D

D
	
(D

D
	
)
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15 D

D

D

D
	
(D

D
	
).(D

D

)#(D

D
	
)	
15 D

D

D
	
D
	
(D

D
	
)	#(D

D
	
).(D

D
	
)
16 D

D

D	

(D	

D
	
).(D

D
	
)
16 D

D

(D

D
	
)
17 D

D

D

D
	
(D

D

).(D

D
	
)#(D	

D
	
).(D

D
	
)
17 D

D
	
D	

D

(D	

D
	
).(D

D
	
)#(D	

D
	
).(D

D
	
)
18 D

D

D

D
	
(D

D

).(D

D
	
)#(D

D	
	
).(D

D
	
)
18 D

D

D
	
D	
	
(D

D	
	
).(D

D
	
)#(D

D	
	
).(D

D
	
)
18 D

D

D
	
(D	

D
	
)
19 D

D
	
D

D	

(D	

D
	
).(D

D
	
)#(D	

D
	
).(D

D
	
)
19 D

D

D	
	
(D

D	
	
).(D

D
	
)
19 D

D

D	

D
	
(D	

D
	
).(D

D

)
#(D	

D
	
).(D

D
	
)#(D	

D
	
).(D

D
	
)
20 D

D

(D

D

)
20 D

D
	
D

D	

D
	
(D	

D
	
).(D

D	
	
)#(D	

D
	
).(D

D
	
)
#(D	

D	
	
).(D

D
	
)
20 D

D

D
	
D

D	
	
(D

D	
	
).(D

D
	
)
#(D

D	
	
).(D	

D
	
)#(D	

D	
	
).(D

D
	
)
21 D

D

D
	
D	
	
(D

D	
	
).(D

D
	
)#(D

D	
	
).(D

D
	
)
21 D

D

D
	
D	

D
	
(D	

D
	
).(D	

D
	
)
21 D

D

D

D	
	
(D

D

).(D

D	
	
)#(D

D	
	
).(D

D
	
)
#(D

D	
	
).(D

D
	
)
22 D

D

D	

D
	
(D

D

).(D	

D
	
)#(D

D
	
).(D	

D
	
)
#(D	

D	
	
).(D

D
	
)
22 D

D

D	

(D	

D
	
).(D

D
	
)
22 D

D

D
	
D

D	
	
(D

D	
	
).(D	

D
	
)#(D	

D	
	
).(D

D
	
)
22 D

D

D
	
(D

D	
	
)
23 D

D

D

D	
	
(D

D	
	
).(D

D

)
#(D

D	
	
).(D

D
	
)#(D	

D	
	
).(D

D
	
)
23 D

D	
	
(D

D	
	
).(D

D
	
)
23 D

D
	
D

D	

D
	
(D	

D
	
).(D

D	
	
)#(D	

D	
	
).(D

D
	
)
24 D

D

D
	
D	

D	
	
(D	

D	
	
).(D	

D
	
)
24 D

D
	
D

D

D	
	
(D

D	
	
).(D

D	
	
)
24 D

D

(D	

D
	
)
25 D

D

D	

D	
	
(D

D

).(D	

D	
	
)#(D

D
	
).(D	

D	
	
)
25 D

D
	
D

D	

D
	
(D	

D
	
).(D

D	
	
)#(D	

D	
	
).(D

D
	
)
26 D

D
	
(D

D	
	
)
26 D

D
	
D

D	

D	
	
(D	

D	
	
).(D

D	
	
)
27 D

D

D
	
D	

D	
	
(D	

D	
	
).(D	

D
	
)
28 D

D
	
D

D	

D	
	
(D	

D	
	
).(D

D	
	
)
30 D

D

D
	
(D	

D	
	
)
To see these are all the relations one uses the Poincare series for (F

[d

, d
	
]) .
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Here is a list of generators of (F

[d

, d
	
]) as a module over the subring of pure generators.
We will need these later for the constrained relations.
1, d

d
	
, d

d
	
, d

d
	
, d	

d
	
, d

d

,(d

d
	
), d

d	
	
, d	

d
	
, d

d	
	
, (d	

d
	
).(d

d
	
), (d

d
	
)	, d	

d	
	
, (d

d	
	
).(d

d
	
),
(d	

d
	
).(d

d
	
), (d

d	
	
).(d

d
	
),(d	

d
	
).(d

d
	
),(d	

d	
	
).(d

d
	
), (d	

d
	
).(d

d
	
), (d

d	
	
).(d

d
	
), (d	

d	
	
).(d

d
	
),
(d	

d	
	
).(d

d
	
),(d	

d	
	
).(d

d
	
), (d	

d	
	
).(d

d
	
)	.
Next, we give the new relations arising from Example 5.13 with A"F

[d

, d

, d

]. Note that the
relation D

D

already occurs in our list from considering (F

[d

, d
	
]) .
Degree Monomial relation Leading terms
17 D

D

D

(D

D

).(D

)#(D

D

).(D

)#(D

D

).(D

)
22 D

D

(D

D

)
26 D

D

(D

D

)
34 D

D

D

(D

D

D

)
21 D

D

D

D

(D

D

).(D

D

)
23 D

D

D

D

(D

D

).(D

D

)
24 D

D

D

D

(D

D

).(D

D

)
28 D

D

D

D

D

(D

D

).(D

D

D

)
27 D

D

D

D

D

(D

D

).(D

D

D

)
30 D

D

D

D

D

(D

D

).(D

D

D

)
To "nd the constrained relations we "rst describe 

,

and 

.


"D

,


"D

,D

D

,D

D

,D

D

D

,


"D

,


"D
	
,D

D
	
,D

D
	
,D	

D
	
,


"D

,D

D

,D
	
D
	
D

,D
	
D
	
D

,D
	
D
	
D	

,D
	
D

D
	
D	

,

	
"D

D
	
,D

D
	
D

,D

D
	
D

,D	

D
	
D

,D	

D
	
D

D
	
D
	
,


"D

.
The most bothersome aspect of constructing the constrained relations was to check whether a few
relations were already accounted for.
Let A3D

,D

,D	

,D

,D

,D	

,D

,D
	
,D

,D	
	
,D

,D

D
	
,D

D
	
,D	

D
	
,D

D
	
,D

D	
	
, D

D	
	
,D	

D
	
,
D	

D	
	
,D

D

,D

D

,D

D

,D

D

D

.
Let B3D

,D

,D	

,D

,D	

,D

,D
	
,D	
	
,D

D
	
,D

D
	
,D	

D
	
,D

D
	
,D

D	
	
, D

D	
	
,D	

D
	
,D	

D	
	
.
Let C3D

,D	

,D

,D

.
Let D3

.
Degree Monomial relation Leading terms
15#dim(A) D

A (D

).(A)
6#dim(D) DD

D

(D).(D	

)
9#dim(D) DD

D
	
(D).(D	
	
)
7#dim(D) DD

D
	
(D).(D

D
	
)
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8#dim(D) DD

D

(D).(D
	
D

)
9#dim(D) DD

D

D
	
(D).(D	

D
	
)
11#dim(D) DD

D
	
D

(D).(D	
	
D

)
12#dim(D) DD

D	

(D).(D	

D
	
)
13#dim(D) DD

D	
	
(D).(D

D	
	
)
15#dim(D) DD

D	

D
	
(D).(D	

D	
	
)
5#dim(D) DD

D

(D).(D

)
7#dim(D) DD

D	

(D).(D

)
14 D

D

D

(D

).(D

).(D

)
18 D

D

D

D

(D

D

).(D

).(D

)
16 D

D

D	

(D

).(D

).(D	

)
20 D

D

D

D	

(D

D

).(D

).(D	

)
10#dim(D) DD

D

(D).(D

D
	
)
13 D

D
	
D

D

(D

).(D
	
).(D	

)
17 D

D

D
	
D

D

(D

D

).(D
	
).(D	

)
15 D

D

D
	
D

D

(D

).(D

D
	
).(D	

)
19 D

D

D

D
	
D

D

(D

D

).(D

D
	
).(D	

)
14#dim(B) D

B (D

).(B)
10 D
	
D

D

D

(D
	
).(D

)
12 D

D
	
D

D

D

(D

D
	
).(D

)
14 D

D
	
D

D

D

(D

D
	
).(D

)
16 D	

D
	
D

D

D

(D	

D
	
).(D

)
11 D

D

D

(D

).(D

)
13 D

D

D	

(D

).(D

)
15 D

D

D

D

(D

D

).(D

)
17 D

D

D

D	

(D

D

).(D

)
13 D

D
	
D
	
D

D

(D

D
	
).(D

)
15 D

D
	
D
	
D

D	

(D

D
	
).(D

)
17 D	

D
	
D
	
D

D

(D	

D
	
).(D

)
19 D	

D
	
D
	
D

D	

(D	

D
	
).(D

)
12 D

D
	
D

D

(D	
	
).(D	

)
14 D

D
	
D

D	

(D	
	
).(D

)
16 D

D
	
D

D

(D	
	
).(D

)
14 D

D

D
	
D

D

(D

D	
	
).(D	

)
16 D

D

D
	
D

D	

(D

D	
	
).(D

)
18 D

D

D
	
D

D

(D

D	
	
).(D

)
16 D

D

D
	
D

D

(D

D	
	
).(D	

)
18 D

D

D
	
D

D	

(D

D	
	
).(D

)
20 D

D

D
	
D

D

(D

D	
	
).(D

)
18 D

D	

D
	
D

D

(D	

D	
	
).(D	

)
20 D

D	

D
	
D

D	

(D	

D	
	
).(D

)
22 D

D	

D
	
D

D

(D	

D	
	
).(D

)
12#dim(C) D

C (D

).(C)
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Remark 8.6. As we noted in the remarks at the beginning of this section, one of the constrained
relations for HH(

) is missing from [1]. The authors found the sum of the last two relations in
degree 11 and hence missed one of these. In the notation of [1] we have 	

"
D

, c
	
"D
	
, d

"D

, d

"D

, d

"D

D
	
, x

"D
	
D

, x

"D
	
D

,x

"D

D

. One
can expand D
	
D

to get D

D
	
"x

#	

c
	
. Similarly, one can expand the other de"ning
monomials to express our generators in terms of those of [1] and hence to recover the relation they
missed in terms of their chosen generators.
9. Conclusion
We give a few remarks and further examples in this section.
Remark 9.1. The Steenrod algebra structure on the Dickson invariants F

[d

,2, d] is well
known [4,1,10]. This in turn can be used to calculate the Steenrod square action on the generators
of HH(

). For example, Sq(D

)"D
	
#D

D

"D
	
#(D

)	#D	

.
Remark 9.2 (Poincare duality). It turns out that (F

[d

, d
	
]) modulo the pure elements is
a Poincare duality algebra if m)4. The top degree classes for these rings have a very nice form.We
start out with (d

d
	
) if m"2. Then we have (d

d
	
).(d

d
	
d

d
	
) if m"3 and
(d

d
	
).(d

d
	
d

d
	
).(d	

d	
	
) if m"4. I do not know if this pattern continues or these rings are
Poincare Duality algebras for all m. These results suggest that there may be a useful structure
theorem for (A) in general.
Remark 9.3. Since the number of relations for all but the smallest symmetric groups is huge, it is
important to be able to construct particular relations at will or to see that certain sorts of relations
do not occur. The combinatorial nature of the monomial relations lends itself well to this. For
example, suppose one wants to know what the smallest power of D

D
	
is that occurs as a relation
inHH(
	
). Looking at all symmetric monomials of width 36 which have the same degree in D

and
D
	
and using Corollary 6.8 one discovers the monomial D
	
D	
	
D

. Expanding via 6.5 we get
a relation involving D

D
	
to the "fth power. This is the smallest possible power since a monomial
relation must have width greater than 32.
Remark 9.4. Formula 5.10 is very easy to use because of its symmetry. It is likely that there are
many similarly symmetric formulas waiting to be discovered.
Separately, it would be interesting to have formulas relating our generators for HH(

)
to those given in [4]. The later arise from the Dyer}Lashof algebra, which itself is a combinatorial
object.
In a more speculative vein it would be illuminating to see a uniform calculation of the mod 2
cohomology rings of all "nite Coxeter groups. The Quillen map is also an isomorphism for these
groups as well as the alternating groups and others as shown by the author and J. Lannes in
unpublished work.
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